Driving and Parking with University Parking Permit

The enclosed “F” hangtag permit entitles you to park in most university parking structures for one day. Paid street parking in the area is usually only for two hour increments which is why we have sent you the day permit.

We recommend you park in the university structure nearest Haviland Hall known as “Lower Hearst.” Please arrive there by no later than 9 am to increase your chances of finding an available spot. After 9 am, parking may be severely limited.

The attached hangtag must be displayed with the proper date scratched out.

Some university garages or entrances do not accept an “F” permit. If you park in a lot other than “Lower Hearst,” check the sign posted at the entrance to make sure it is approved for “F” permits (an F enclosed in a circle indicates the permit is valid).

Failure to follow instructions may result in a ticket.
If using Google maps or a GPS system, set your destination for 1875 Scenic Avenue between Hearst Avenue and LeConte Avenue, Berkeley, CA. A detailed map of surface streets appears on p. 8. Recommended driving directions from all points appear below.
From San Francisco/San Mateo and points on northbound Highway 101:

- FOLLOW U.S. 101 north to I-80 east and CROSS BAY BRIDGE
- STAY LEFT as you exit the Bay Bridge and follow signs for I-80 east to Berkeley and Sacramento
- EXIT RIGHT onto University Avenue

- STAY LEFT up the ramp and, at end, MERGE RIGHT onto University Avenue
- CONTINUE ON University Avenue for approximately 2.0 miles past Shattuck
- Turn LEFT on Oxford Street at the western edge of the campus and proceed for approximately 2 blocks
- See Surface Street Map on p. 8 to assist
- At second light, TURN RIGHT on Hearst Avenue and proceed for approximately 1 block
- At light, turn OBLIQUE LEFT onto LeConte Avenue and proceed uphill
- At top of hill, at stop sign, turn HARD RIGHT onto Scenic Avenue and TURN LEFT into the first garage entrance about 3/4ths down the block
- Head straight up the ramp to the roof where space is usually available and/or they have attendants who can valet or “stack” park your car. If full, there may be parking on the 3rd level or down at the next entrance on the 2nd level.
From Hayward, San Jose, Oakland Airport and points along northbound Interstate 880:

- HEAD North on I-880 and stay in left center lane
- MERGE onto 80 East/580 West (heading to Berkeley/San Rafael/Sacramento)
- EXIT RIGHT onto University Avenue

- STAY LEFT up the ramp and, at end, MERGE RIGHT onto University Avenue
- CONTINUE ON University Avenue for approximately 2.0 miles past Shattuck
- Turn LEFT on Oxford Street at the western edge of the campus and proceed for approximately 2 blocks;
- See Surface Street Map on p. 8 to assist
- At second light, TURN RIGHT on Hearst Avenue and proceed for approximately 1 block;
- At light, turn OBLIQUE LEFT onto LeConte Avenue and proceed uphill;
- At top of hill at stop sign, turn HARD RIGHT onto Scenic Avenue and TURN LEFT into the first garage entrance about 3/4ths down the block
- Head straight up the ramp to the roof where space is usually available and/or they have attendants who can valet or “stack” park your car. If full, there may be parking on the 3rd level or down at the next entrance on the 2nd level.
From Walnut Creek and points along Westbound Highway 24:

- Take Highway 24W through the Caldecott Tunnel
- Shortly after coming out of the tunnel, EXIT RIGHT onto Highway 13 N Exit toward Berkeley

- CONTINUE ON Hwy 13 past the Claremont Hotel where Hwy 13 becomes Ashby Avenue
- CONTINUE ON Ashby Avenue past Telegraph Avenue
- TURN RIGHT onto Shattuck Avenue and continue about 1.0 mile past Center St
- TURN RIGHT onto University Avenue
- TURN LEFT on Oxford Street at the western edge of the campus and proceed for approximately 2 blocks
- See Surface Street Map on p. 8 to assist
- At second light, TURN RIGHT on Hearst Avenue and proceed for approximately 1 block
- At light, turn OBLIQUE LEFT onto LeConte Avenue and proceed uphill
- At top of hill at stop sign, turn HARD RIGHT onto Scenic Avenue and TURN LEFT into the first garage entrance about 3/4ths down the block
- Head straight up the ramp to the roof where space is usually available and/or they have attendants who can valet or “stack” park your car. If full, there may be parking on the 3rd level or down at the next entrance on the 2nd level.
From Vallejo, Sacramento and points along Highway 80 West:

- Take Highway 80 West
- EXIT RIGHT on University Avenue and head East for approximately 2.0 miles toward downtown Berkeley and campus past Shattuck Avenue

- Turn LEFT on Oxford Street at the western edge of the campus and proceed for approximately 2 blocks
- See Surface Street Map on p. 8 to assist
- At second light, TURN RIGHT on Hearst Avenue and proceed for approximately 1 block
- At light, turn OBLIQUE LEFT onto LeConte Avenue and proceed uphill
- At top of hill at stop sign, turn HARD RIGHT onto Scenic Avenue and TURN LEFT into the first garage entrance about 3/4ths down the block
- Head straight up the ramp to the roof to “Level 4” where space is usually available and/or they have attendants who can valet or “stack” park your car. If full, there may be parking on the 3rd level or down at the next entrance on the 2nd level.
From Marin, Sonoma, and points along Highway 101 S:

- From Highway 101 South, EXIT toward 580E Richmond/San Rafael Bridge (Oakland) and CROSS Bridge (no toll, this direction)
- After Bridge, remain on 580E which merges with 80 W;
- Exit on University Avenue and head East for approximately 2.0 miles toward downtown Berkeley and campus past Shattuck Avenue
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- Turn LEFT on Oxford Street at the western edge of the campus and proceed for approximately 2 blocks
- See Surface Street Map on p. 8 to assist
- At second light, TURN RIGHT on Hearst Avenue and proceed for approximately 1 block
- At light, turn OBLIQUE LEFT onto LeConte Avenue and proceed uphill;
- At top of hill at stop sign, turn HARD RIGHT onto Scenic Avenue and TURN LEFT into the first garage entrance about 3/4ths down the block
- Head straight up the ramp to the roof to “Level 4” where space is usually available and/or they have attendants who can valet or “stack” park your car. If full, there may be parking on the 3rd level or down at the next entrance on the 2nd level.
SURFACE STREET MAP FROM OXFORD STREET TO ENTRANCE OF LOWER HEARST PARKING STRUCTURE (Levels 3 and 4)

Lower Hearst Parking Entrance for Levels 3 and 4 Looks Like this:
WALKING DIRECTIONS FROM LOWER HEARST PARKING STRUCTURE TO HAVILAND HALL:

At far end of the parking structure, you will see a staircase to exit down to Hearst Avenue.

At the bottom of the stairs, head straight out to Hearst and take a LEFT heading slightly uphill. See Walking Map on p. 9.

Half a block later, where Hearst and Euclid intersect, turn RIGHT and CROSS HEARST Avenue at the Intersection;

You will see large columns ahead slightly on the left called “North Gate.” Walk toward them but DO NOT walk through the gate. Instead, veer OBLIQUE RIGHT down an asphalt path that leads downhill to Haviland Hall.

Follow the asphalt path to the base. Haviland Hall is at the bottom on the left and is the first building you will encounter.

Please take the stairs or elevator to the 1st Floor for the reception area located at 120 Haviland Hall. Many public events are held in the second floor Social Welfare Library.
WALKING MAP FROM LOWER HEARST PARKING STRUCTURE TO HAVILAND HALL:

[Map showing the route from Lower Hearst Parking Structure to Haviland Hall]